GERMANS PERCEIVE ONLY FEW
DESTINATIONS AS SAFE TO TRAVEL
Many conventional travel destinations suffer from the consequences of
terror and conflict. Germans only feel safe in Europe but even Spain
has lost popularity.
For majority of Germans, there are only five safe vacation destinations.
This was the result of a representative survey by the Market Research
institute GfK on behalf of the Hamburg Bat Foundation for future questions. According to the study, the
Germans felt safest when they were on vacation in their own country as well as in Austria and
Switzerland, Italy and Scandinavia followed with considerable distance. Meanwhile, just over one in two
respondents (49 %) felt comfortable and safe with Spain as a vacation destination.
Instead of sun, beach, and sea, safety has become the decisive factor when traveling, said the scientific
director of the study, Ulrich Reinhardt. The formerly popular vacation destinations of Turkey, Egypt and
Tunisia were considered by only five percent as safe countries to travel. The Germans, therefore, felt
particularly uncertain about Ukraine, followed by Mexico, Russia, and China. But even their own country
was not seen by everyone as a safe vacation destination: One in twelve respondents stated they no
longer feel safe in Germany.
The bad performance of one of the most popular travel destination, Spain, Reinhardt explains, among
other things with the terrorist attack of August in Barcelona, an increased terrorism warning for Mallorca
and the recent conflicts in Catalonia. They also contributed demonstrations against too many tourists,
discussions about tourist tax and media coverage. Many holidaymakers, therefore, feel that they are no
longer welcome in Spain. This is reflected in the survey, according to Reinhardt.
According to the expert, the personal assessment of whether you feel comfortable and safe in a country
depends very much on education. Those who have a formally low education show themselves above
average anxiety in many areas of life. In his opinion, this is also because of an often unilateral
incorporation of information and a high susceptibility to the messages about terror.
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